Spingarn Accepts Federal Position

Professor Edward D. W. Spingarn, member of the Economics Department, will leave Trinity at the end of this term, to accept a position in Washington as a member of the technical staff of the new International Monetary Fund.

In a parting interview Professor Spingarn offered the following reasons for joining the Fund:

"I am sure that the United Nations Economic and Social Council. It was wiser than the provisions of the Bretton Wood agreement and carries forty nations in its membership. The purpose of the Council was to stabilize international currency and promote international economic stability and conditions permit a maximum flow of trade between nations."

He expects to be assigned to Indian currency problems, thus renewing his acquaintance with the country, which he visited during his war writings.

"In the last five or six years, there have been sixteen or so outbreaks of the Massachusetts State game that have had to be settled by the Hilltoppers to use the Commons Club as a forum. During the war, as a member of the B'nai B'rith, some of the students in a parting meeting emphasized the value of a forum by saying: "The vast increased student body in the United States, the dislocations of war and the necessity for better understanding between nations have given rise to rich opportunities and major problems in American education. As students it is our right, our privilege, to help our duty to assist in the settling of these problems and in the grasping of these problems to the best advantage.

Mr. Lockwood emphasized the value of such a support by saying: "The vastly increased student body in the United States, the dislocations of war and the necessity for better understanding between nations have given rise to rich opportunities and major problems in American education. As students it is our right, our privilege, to help our duty to assist in the settling of these problems and in the grasping of these opportunities."

Many Trinity students were curious to know who was backing the Conference. Some were certain there was a Communist group at work. Mr. Lockwood had this to say on that point: "I humbly submit that these accusations (Communist agitation) are generally unfounded - that I admit that this is difficult to determine."

Trinity's delegate continued by stating the results of the Conference. He reported that the regional chairmen were chosen at the first step in the establishment of the conference to which Tracy Wilkins was elected as the leader of the regional. Mr. Lockwood closed by appealing to the students body to support the organization, and to voice opinions on it.

Without doubt, the meeting will be the most successful in the history of Trinity. The students were impressed with the speakers and the ideas presented.
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WHO'S IN THE DARK??

FRATERNITY

As yet no band has definitely been picked, but during the early part of the semester, the campus should have a band to supply the musical needs of the various social organizations. The purpose of this series would be to give Trinity undergraduates more than a textbook education. These lectures would be primarily designed to stimulate thinking.

To The Editor:

I feel that on Wednesday it was necessary to present to the Chicago Students' Conference. I realize that there are probably many students in addition to the Chicago stage that is being read, a band policy back to Trinity. The situation expressed by many students prior to the meeting to the majority of the students. During which time band policy back to Trinity. The situation expressed by many students prior to the meeting that this column to a discussion of the general policies which have been encountered in The Tripod. Some improvements were suggested; some of these improvements are already in effect. The direction the administration had good reasons for rejecting some of the better report proposals. One unexplained administrative maneuver seems to be in the fact that at present no honors courses are offered at Trinity.

The Tripod is interested in these matters and we also feel that a good majority of the student body is interested in administrative policy. At least I am all affected by it. Perhaps if one assembly period was set apart every two months it would present the administration with an opportunity to discuss one problem at a time, but I am inclined to be somewhat boomy. But perhaps, if the administration had good reasons for rejecting some of the better report proposals. One unexplained administrative maneuver seems to be in the fact that at present no honors courses are offered at Trinity.
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Barber Lecture

(Continued from page 1.)

...major cases on civil liberties before the Supreme Court, all caused by his respect for the courts, just duty, and his consistent, unchanging freedom. In the spirit of the "Heidelberg Cllausulae Magnae," the tyro was flanked by peers; the pipes sang traditional Trinity songs.

Clouds Appointed Economics Teacher

The expectations, high chances of New York City as instructor in economics for the Trinity Term, have been fulfilled. James S. Paige, Mr. Fuentez, Mr. Rabinowitch, and Edward S. Paige, have been hired by the College. Mr. Fuentez is a graduate of the University of California. Having completed the honors course in economics he is now teaching. He is an expert on the College's financial needs. Mr. Rabinowitch has taught recently at Columbia, and Edward S. Paige is at present teaching at New York University. Mr. Fuentez was selected because of his ability to present economic problems in a clear and concise manner. Mr. Rabinowitch was selected for his ability to make economic theory accessible to students. Edward S. Paige was selected for his ability to present economic problems in a practical and realistic manner.

Tripped Interviews Professor Salmon

(Continued from page 1.) A formal interview with Professor Salmon, the economics teacher, was held on the 19th of December. Professor Salmon was asked about the economic situation during the past year. Professor Salmon stated that the economic situation during the past year has been very difficult. He stated that the unemployment rate has been very high, and that the cost of living has increased. He also stated that the government has been very active in trying to control the economy. Professor Salmon stated that he felt that the government has been very successful in controlling the economy. He stated that he felt that the economy would improve in the future, but that it would take some time for the economy to recover.

DELTA PSI Dispatched its roving reporter to gather incidentel intelligence during the vacation, and he has come back with the following chapter. Dress on the slopes or campus mountain was Bob Toland, whose grum and decorum on the boards can be compared favorably with the antics of a gazelle, and who, in the younger student's ability to be wanting, the code of chivalry possessed all the spirit and soul of a 20th Century Black Prince, for he never failed to let other enthusiasts brow down the slope ahead of him and be the first to come down from the North with a wrenchless knee himself. Chuck Gifford and his blonde mill were to be seen descending the mountain, and Mike Mitchell and Jim Perry disguised themselves in Philadelphia's better hotels.

ALPHA DELTA PHI returned after the holidays with new blood in its veins. Webster Barnett, homeick after reading "Northwestern Passage," had ridden the rails (under a refrigeration car) all the way to the thriving metropolis of Minnesota, where the Mayor, Sheriff, Postmaster, Town Clerk, High School Principal, and Legion Commander—with emotion showing plainly on his face—shook our Web's hand and welcomed him. After his year's absence in quest of knowledge in the East. With a nod noted nor that all the cutters and two-house dorms were cut, not until, this time of the year, crews were once again gathered around him as the new Studebakers he had seen. New Year's day was quiet in Wakahaka. Web went to church and then, at a most pleasant dinner hour, which Sears, Roebuck exchanges were exchanged. Christmas night Web went to the depot to get a freights train schedule and early next morning unpacked the train vies for old Tim.

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON announces with pleasure the initiation in December of Noel Pratt and Randall Winston, both upperclassmen. After trailing for the first quarter of the biweekly scored 2.9, the 10th came back into the Alpha Delta, 39-20, in Friday's intramarshalling basketball that day, and said the chapter a year ago in four years, this past week. Both is now in attendance, as is, Bob Martin, '44, who, incidentally stands third in his class. Bill Carson, '40, was himself Great Barning on Saturday for a little skating. And that's what it amounted to — just a little skating. Whimby Whimby, '39, also went to the depot for a freights train schedule and early next morning unpacked the train vies for old Tim.

PSI UPSILON wound up the pre-season with a party in the chapter house. The throng of guests filled the house, and the program of events included a series of games during the evening. Sessions were held for the Trinity Term, and a skit, scattered during the course of events, was arranged. The program included the following events:

1. A series of games during the evening.
2. A skit, scattered during the course of events, was arranged.
3. A wrap-up party, arranged by the members of the chapter house.

The evening was a great success, and the guests were entertained throughout the evening.

psychedelic sunshine on the first week of February.

SPINGARN to Leave

(Continued from page 1.) A fine fellow and we had many interesting talks together."

Professor Spingarn came to Trinity as an instructor in 1948 and was made an assistant professor in 1946. Entering the army after his first year here, he stayed four years out of leave of absence. He is married and has two children. Professor Spingarn, who has demonstrated a great deal of dedication and hard work, is a great addition to the faculty. The new speaker will be announced soon.

SOCIETY FOR FINANCING

Huntington, Conn.

A meeting place for Trinity Students for three generations.

For many years this hotel has been famous for fine food and good service.

Down Fraternity Row...
The TRINITY TRIPOD

Hooper's Return from Potato State
Trim Bowdoin 73-42; Defeat Bates in

Faber and Watson Top
Attack; Reserves Play Most of Second Half

With Faber and Watson pacing the attack, the Hoopsters started the new year by truncating Bowdoin 74-52 at the Fullwood gym. Some gave the Blue and Gold a little trouble, but sharpshooting Red Faber soon hit the range from beyond the arc, causing them to switch to a man-to-man defense. Trinity then began to pull away and never relinquished the lead. By half-

The team which will face Albright tomorrow will have a first-place match-up of 7:07. Several of Davey's divisions brought and will appear from the spec-

THE RYAN'S DANCE
January 15, 1947
TRINITY Comes From Behind Fourth Period; Hayes Stays

The Trinity basketball team extended its string of wins to five today night, coming from behind to edge a strong Bates quintet, 68-62. Bob

Burden, ch 1

HUBERT DRUG
1301 BROAD ST.
Phone 7-6092

Just Below Frontier Row
Open Evenings

SLOSSBERG COOP
INC.
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